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The p-adic bounded weak topologies
W.H. Schikhof
INTRO DUCTIO N
*
Throughout, let i f  be a nonarchimedean nontrivially valued field that is complete under the 
metric induced by the valuation | |. For a norraed space E  over K  one has the well known 
weak topology w =  o [ E , E f) which is the weakest topology on E  making all ƒ 6 E* (the dual space 
of E) continuous. Similarly, the so-called ’weak star’ topology w f =  a { E \ E )  is by definition 
the weakest topology on E f making all evaluations ƒ *-*■ f ( x )  continuous. (The expression ’weak 
s ta r’ goes back to the old days when the topological dual space of E  was denoted E* rather 
than E f.) In this paper we study the following related less known topologies. The bounded 
weak topology bw is the strongest locally convex topology on E  that coincides with w on (norm) 
bounded subsets of E. The bounded weak star topology bw' is the strongest locally convex 
topology on E ( that coincides with w* on (norm) bounded subsets of E f, These two topologies 
have appeared incidentally in [8], [9], but in this paper we shall consider them in their own right.
PRELIM INARIES
We shall use notations and terminology of [3], Throughout E  is a normed space over K  (where 
the norm || || is assumed to satisfy the strong triangle inequality ||£-|-y|| < max(||x||,||$/||) 
( x , y  6 E)).  The ’closed1 ball with center 0 and radius e >  0, {x  G E  : ||x|| <  e} is written 
£((),£). Sometimes we write B e  in place of {x  6 E  : ||a;|| < 1}. The canonical map E  —+ E tf is 
denoted j&. WARNING, j g  need not be injective; the topologies w and bw introduced above 
need not be HausdorfF!
A subset A of a if-vector space is absolutely convex if x }y  <E A, A 6 K , |A|, |/j| < 1 implies
\x-\~ny 6 A. If A is absolutely convex we define A 6 := A  if the valuation of K  is discrete,
A e := p| XA if the valuation of K  is dense. A is edged if A  =  A e. The smallest absolutely 
|A|>1
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convex set containing X  is denoted by coAf, its linear span by [A"]. Let Z  be a locally convex 
space over K , let X  C Z  and Y  C Z !. We write 
X ° := {ƒ g Z* : |/ (x ) | < 1 for all x <E X }
Y0 : = { x  Ç Z :  | / ( s ) |  < 1 for ail ƒ 6 Y) .
X  is a po/or set if (X°)o =  X.
§1. T H E  B O U N D E D  W E A K  T O P O L O G Y
We first collect some elementary consequences of the definitions.
Proposition 1.1. For an absolutely convex set U C E  the following are equivalent,
(a) U is bu)-open.
(/?) U fl B  is weakly open in B  fo r  each bounded set B  C E.
(7 ) U fl A B e  is weakly open in A B e fo r  each A £ K , A ^  0.
Proof. Straightforward,
Proposition 1.2. For a seminorm p on E  the following are equivalent 
(a) p is bw-continuous.
(/?) p\B  is weakly continuous for each bounded set B  e  E .
(7 ) p \B e  weakly continuous.
Proof. Direct consequence of Proposition 1 .1 . (Observe that from (7 ) it follows that p \ \ B e  is 
weakly continuous for each A € K , A ^  0.)
P ro p o s i t io n  1.3. Let (X ,r )  be a locally convex space over K , let A : E  X  be a linear map. 
Then A  is bw to r  continuous i f  and only if A \B  is weakly continuous fo r  each bounded set 
B  C E .
Proof. If A  is bw to r  continuous then so is A\B  and A \B  is weakly continuous. If A\B  is weakly 
continuous for each bounded B  C E  then for each r- continuous seminorm q on X  we have that 
qo  A  satisfies (/?) of Proposition 1.2.
The next Proposition is deeper and gives a concrete description of the 6uj-continuous semi­
norms ((6) and (e) below).
Proposition 1.4. For a seminorm p on E  the following are equivalent
(а ) p is bw-continuous.
(/3) B e  is a p-compactoid.
(7) p is polar, norm continuous, {ƒ € E 1 : | / |  <  p} is a norm compactoid in E *.
(б) There exist / i ,  f ï %. - . in E* with lim | |/n |j =  0 such thatp  is equivalent to sup | / n |.n—+00 n
(e) There exist / i , / 2, . . .  in E 1 with lim | | /n || =  0 such that p < sup | / n |.71—►OO «
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Proof, (a )  => (/3). B e  is a compactoid for the weak topology; the topologies bw and w coincide 
on B e .
(f3) ==> (7 ). As B e  is a p-compactoid we have (E,p)  — ([¿?e],p) is of countable type so p is 
a polar seminorm. Also p is bounded on B e  hence norm continuous. To show that {ƒ 6 E* : 
| / |  < p ) is a normcompactoid consider the identity map || ||) —► (E ,p ) which is compact 
by (/?)■ Then so is its adjoint which is the inclusion ( E, p ) f (E } \\ ||)/. Hence, the unit ball 
{ƒ € E r : | / |  < p} of (E , p y is a compactoid in (E,\ \ ||)'.
(7 ) = »  (¿). Set S  := {ƒ 6 E l : \ f \  < p}.  By polarity and norm continuity
/
(*) p = sup{|/| : ƒ e £' : | ƒ I < p} = sup |/ |.
/es
The normcompactoid S  is easily seen to be absolutely convex and norm closed. So, by [6], 
Lemma 1.3, if A £ if , |A| > 1 there exist / 1} / 2l. .. 6 S with lim ||/n|| = 0 such that
n-+oo
*
c o { / i , /2, . . . }  C 5  C |A| c o { / i , /2, . . .}
We obtain
sup|/nl =  sup{|ƒ(: ƒ e  c o { / i , / j , . .  .}} < sup |/ |  <
n S
< sup{|/| : ƒ € |A| c o { / , , = |A|sup|/„|.
n
Together with (*) this yields
sup|/„| < p <  |A|sup|/n|
n n
and (6) follows. The implication (£) = >  (e) is obvious. Finally, assume (e). To arrive at (a) we 
prove (see Proposition 1 .2(7 )) tha t for a net i X{ in B e  converging weakly to x  G B e it follows 
tha t p(aj~2 j) —► 0. In fact, let N  be such that | | / n || < e for n > N. We have \ f j { x - x i ) \  < e for 
all j  E { 1 , . . . ,  N }  and sufficiently large i. For these i
p ( x - i i )  < max v sup |/i(a-® i)l < e V sup ||/>|| ||z-*i|l
j > N  j > N
t
< e V sup l|/i|| < c.
i > N
Several corollaries obtain.
Corollary 1.5. The topology bw is of countable type. The dual o f (E,bw)  is E*. An absolutely 
convex edged set in E  is bw-closed if and only if it is weakly closed.
Proof. In the proof of (¡3) =i> (7 ) it is observed that bw is of countable type. The identity 
maps ( £ , || ||) -+ ( E %bw) -* {E>w) are continuous (Proposition 1 .4(7 )). Since (JS,|| ||)' = 
( E , u j)' =  E l the dual of (E,bw)  also must be E As a consequence the topologies bw and
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w  have the same collection of polar sets and, by strong polarness, have the  same collection of 
absolutely convex edged sets ([5], Theorem  4.7.).
R e m a rk s . (See [5], [9] for proofs.)
1. If K  is spherically complete we may extend the last statement of Corollary 1 .5 . as follows. 
An absolutely convex set in E  is ¿^-closed if and only if it is weakly closed if and only if it 
is norm closed.
2. If i f  is not spherically complete but E  is strongly polar we may draw the same conclusion 
as in 1 . but only for edged absolutely convex sets.
3. If K  is not spherically complete and E 1 is infinite dimensional there exists a 6iu-closed 
absolutely convex set in E  that is not weakly closed.
C o ro lla ry  1 .6 . Let X  be a locally convex space. A linear map A : E  —► X  is bw-continuous if
1
and only if it is compact fo r  the norm topology on E .
Proof If A is ¿^-continuous then (Proposition 1.4) B e  is a 6in-compactoid so A B e  is a com- 
pactoid in X .  If, conversely, A is norm compact then by [7], 1 .2, for each net i »-> x,- € B e 
converging weakly to 0 we have Ax{ 0 in X . By Proposition 1,3 A is &u>~continuous.
The weak topology is defined as the weakest topology for which all ƒ G E f are continuous. For 
bw we have a similar description.
C o ro lla ry  1 .7 . The bounded weak topology on E  is the weakest topology on E  for which all 
compact operators E  —► cq are continuous,
Proof. Let r  be the weakest topology on E  for which all compact operators E  cq are 
continuous. By Corollary 1.6, bw > r. To prove bw <  r ,  let p be a ¿^-continuous seminorm, 
say (Proposition 1.4.)
p = sup I/„I
n
where / i ,  f 2y. .. G E \  lim | | / n || =  0. The operator A  : E  c0, given by
n — m x >
Ax  = (/i(a;), f 2( x ) , . . . )
is easily seen, to be compact and therefore r-continuous. Hence, so is x ►-+ ||A*||( which is p. 
C o ro lla ry  1 .8 .
(i) bw is the strongest locally convex topology on E  for which each norm bounded set is a 
compactoid.
(ii) bw is nuclear. In  fact it is the strongest nuclear topology, weaker than the norm topology. 
(See also [2], Example 5.2.)
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Proof, (i) Follows from Proposition 1.4, (a ) ■£=> ((3). To prove nuclearity observe that ( E tbw) 
is of countable type (Corollary 1.5) so ([1], §4, Proposition 2) it suffices to prove that every 
continuous linear map A  : (E^bw)  -+ co is compact. Such an A has the form
x ^  Ax  = ( f i ( x ) J 2(x ) , . . . )
for certain / i ,  fa G E ' . By Corollary 1.6 A is compact for the norm topology on E  so lim (I / nl( =
n~+oo
0. There exist Ai,A2 G K  and 01, 02». •» G E f such that f n — Angn for each n, limA„ = 0, 
lim ||0n|| — 0- Then {x : \gn(x)\ <  1 for each n} is a ¿^-neighbourhood of 0 whose image under
7 1 — ► O O
A  lies in {(01,^ 2» ■••) € cq : \an \ < |An | for each n}. It follows that A  : ( E 7bw) —► cq is compact. 
Now let r  be a nuclear topology on E t weaker than the norm topology. Then, in particular, 
each norm bounded set is r-bounded and is, by nuclearity, a r-compactoid. We conclude that, 
by (i), t < bw.
4
We have seen in Proposition 1.3 that in order to check 6u;-continuity of A  : E —► X  it suffices 
to consider the behaviour of A  on bounded ¿^-convergent nets. Yet we shall prove (Proposition 
1 .10) tha t there do exist ’essentially’ unbounded ¿^-convergent nets.
L e m m a  1.9. Let E r be infinite dimensional. I f  X  C E l is a normcompactoid then X q =  {x G 
-E ' \ f {x )\ < 1 f or Gach f  £ X ]  is unbounded.
Proof W ithout loss assume X  is absolutely convex, edged and normcomplete, As X  is also 
metrizable, by [4], Theorem 10(ii) the norm topology and the tu'-topology coincide on X .  It 
follows that X  is w '-closed and edged. Thus, ([5], Theorem 4.7) X  is a polar set in (E f , a ( E \ E ) )  
so that X  = ( X q)° := {ƒ G E f : | f \  < 1 on I q } ’ Now, if Xo were bounded then X  =  (X q)° is a 
norm neighbourhood of 0 which is in conflict to compactoidity.
P ro p o s i t io n  1.10. Let E l be infinite dimensional. Then there exists a net i x,- in E t 
converging to 0 in bw but such that {x,- : i > io} is unbounded for each *o-
Proof For each normcompactoid X  C E* and e > 0 we choose an z x tc G E  such that |/ (x jr |C)| < 
e for each ƒ E X  and ||xa> || > £- 1  (Lemma 1.9). The set I  :=  { (X ,e )‘: X  is a compactoid in 
E \  e > 0} is a directed set under: (X i,£ i)  > (.X ^,^) iff X i  3  X 2 £1 < £2* It is not hard 
to see tha t the net i X{ we just defined satisfies the requirements.
Let us consider the following related question (compare Proposition 1.1 (/3))* Let A  be an 
absolutely convex subset of E  such tha t A  fl B  is weakly closed in B  for each bounded set 
B  C E.  Does it follow that A is ¿to-closed? Does it follow that A  is w-closed?
If K  is spherically complete (and also if E  is a normed space over R or C) the answers are yes 
( A O  B  is norm closed in B  for each bounded set B  C E  so A is norm closed hence w -closed 
(and fnu-closed) by Remark 1 following Corollary 1.5). But, if K  is not spherically complete, 
say, K  =  Cp the answers are no for E  =  f°°(m) where m > (see [9], Corollary 3.6).
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§2. THE BO U N D ED  W EAK STAR TOPOLOGY
It can be expected (for the definitions, see the Introduction) that, to some extent, the topologies 
bw and bw1 behave in a similar way. Indeed, the obvious bwl-versions of Propositions 1 .1 , 1 .2, 
1.3 are easily seen to be true. Also, B&  is a ¿uAcompactoid, bw' is of countable type, bw' is 
weaker than the norm topology on E 1, etc.; we leave the details to the reader. The counterpart 
(Theorem 2.3) of Proposition 1.4 (a) •$=>* (/?) is less innocent. First recall that the dual of 
( £ ' ,  w*) is equal to j e (E) .  ([5], Lemma 7.1). We prove
P ro p o s i t io n  2 .1 . The dual o f ( E \ b w f) is the norm closure o f j s ( E )  in E !t.
Proof. Every 9 E Je {F)  is» on B&», the uniform limit of a sequence in Je {F)  s°  9\Be ‘ iS 
^/-continuous i.e. 9 is bw1-continuous. Thus, we have Je {F)  C (E*,bwf). Conversely, let
9 E ( E l,bw'y.  Then B is norm continuous i.e. 9 E E lt. Let £ > 0; we shall find an x  E E  such 
tha t (¡0 -  jE (x)|| < e. Choose a  E Ar, 0 < ¡a| < £. The w'-continuity of 9\Be 1 yields a finite set 
F  c  E  such that ƒ 6 F° H B e * implies |^( ƒ)[ < |a |,  in other words
ƒ 6 j e ( F ) Qr\{BE»)o = *  | ( a “ ^ ) ( / ) |  < 1.
So we see that a~^9  E U e {F)o Pi (¿?£'')o)° -  (A + B e »)§ where A = j E(coF).  Now B e » is 
it/-closed and A  is finite dimensional so by [6], 1.4, (A 4* -Sjs'Oo =  (A +  B E" Y • For any A E K  
such tha t [A| > 1 and |Aa| < e we have a “ 1# € AA +  A B e ** hence 9 6 j E{F)  + ckXBe " and there 
is an x  E E  with 9 - 3 e (x ) £ <*Ai?E» i.e. ||0 — ¿e(3 )|| < £•
To avoid needless complications we shall from now on restrict ourselves to polar spaces i.e, 
spaces E  such th a t jE  is an isometry. ( ’Most1 ’natural1 spaces are polar.)
C o ro lla ry  2 .2 . Let E  be a polar Banach space.
(i) The dual o f ( E ti bwt) i s j E (E).
I
(ii) An  edged absolutely convex subset o f E ' is bw1-closed if and only if it is w*-closed.
Proof, (i) is immediate, (ii) follows from (i) as ( £ ' ,u / )  and (E'^v)1) have the same dual space.
T h e o re m  2.3. Let E  be a polar K-Banach space. Then the topology bw1 on E* is the topology c 
of compact convergence i.e, it is generated by the sermnorms ƒ ►-*> m a x |/ |  where X  runs throughX
the fam ily o f all compact subsets of E .
Proof. A routine proof shows that c, restricted to  bounded sets, coincides with u>' so, by 
definition, bwf is stronger than c. Let us prove that bw1 is weaker than c. Let p be a  ¿dis­
continuous seminorm on E*. Then p is certainly ¿^-continuous so by Proposition 1.4 there 
exist 0i , 02, - •• € ||0n|| =  0 such that p is equivalent to ƒ »-* m ax|0n( / ) | .  Hence,
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01,02»’ .- are ¿^/'-continuous so by Corollary 2.2 (i) there exist arj,a:2, __with 0n = j E&n )  for
each 7i. We have lim ||£n || =  0, as j E is an isometry. We see that p is equivalent ton—>co
ƒ >-* m a x |/ ( i ) |
where X  is the compact set {0 ,£1 , 2:2,. •.} and we are done.
The proof of Theorem 2,3 depends on the theory of §1. We now show a way to arrive at the 
same result avoiding the use of the ¿iu-theory. The key is the following ‘convexification’ of the 
Ascoli Theorem,
T h e o re m  2.4. Let X  be a subset of a polar K-Banach space E , The following are equivalent,
(a) X  is compactoid.
(f3) I f  i f i  is a (norm) bounded net in E f converging w ' to f  e  E ' then f i  —> ƒ uniformly on
X .
4
Proof (a )  => (¡3). To prove (ƒ?) we may assume ƒ =  0, || ƒ,•)) < 1 for all i. Let e > 0. There exist
i i ,X 2, • • ■ ,£n £ E  such that X  C B (0,e) +  c o ^ i , .  There is an i’q such that \ f i(xj)\  < e
for a l i i  > to and all j  6 { 1 ,. . .  ,n}, As | ƒ* | <  £ on B(Q,£) for all i we find j/»| < £ on X  if i > io. 
(Remark. In this part of the proof the polarity assumption was not needed.)
(/3) =>> (a). It is an easy exercise to show that E / D  is a polar ¿f-Banach space for every finite 
dimensional subspace D  of E.  Now assume X  is not a compactoid. Then, almost from the 
definition, there is an a  > 0 such that diam 7?d ( X )  > a  for each D € V,  where V  is the directed 
set of all finite dimensional subspaces of E  and where irp : E  -+ E / D  is the quotient map. 
Now E / D  is polar so we can find a go  £ ( E / D) '  with ||<7£>[| < 1 |0jdOtjd(x))| > a  f°r some 
x £ X .  Set f p  := go  ° X d G ^)* Then f p  —► 0 in | | /d | |  < 1 for all jD but not f p  0 
uniformly on X , conflicting (¡3).
S econd  p ro o f  o f  T h e o re m  2.3. Let p be a bw'-continuous seminorm on E Then p is polar 
so p( f )  =  sup{ |0(/)| : |0[ < p, 0 G ( E \ b w , )f}. By Corollary 2.2(i) there is a subset X  C E  for
which
P( f )  =  sup{ |/(z ) | : x  £ X } .
To prove that X  is a compactoid, let ƒ; e E \  ||/¿|| < 1, fi 0 in wf then, by definition, ƒ,• 0 
in bwf so that p(f i )  -► 0 implying ƒ,* -*■ 0 uniformly on X .  The compactoidity now follws from 
Theorem 2.4, (¡3) =► (a).
Finally we consider briefly the ¿w'-version of the last problem of §1 (we keep assuming E  
to be a polar Banach space). Let A  C E* be absolutely convex. Assume that A n  B  is u;'-closed 
in B  for each bounded B  C E*> Does it follow that A  is ¿^/-closed? Does it follow that A is 
tt/-closed?
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If K  is spherically complete the answers are yes. Its classical counterpart is known as the Krein- 
Smulian Theorem. The proof is by no means trivial. See [8]. If K  is not sperically complete a 
counterexample to both questions is given by [9], Corollary 3.7.
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